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The Holy Cross, an instrument of torture, conquers cruelty with forgiveness and love and is
transformed into light. It is a growing living thing that carries both the damage that has been
done and the power to overcome that harm- Janis O’Driscoll, printmaker, parishioner
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Letter from the Editor
In this newsletter, we celebrate the Feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, also our parish’s
namesake. During this special Feast Day, let’s contemplate and reflect on what the Cross means
to us. I quote from Pope Francis’ reflection on this feast day in 2014,
“When we look to the Cross where Jesus was nailed, we contemplate the sign of love, of the
infinite love of God for each of us and the source of our salvation. The mercy of God, which
embraces the whole world, springs from the Cross. Through the Cross of Christ the Evil One is
overcome, death is defeated, life is given to us, hope is restored. This is important: through the
Cross of Christ hope is restored to us. The Cross of Jesus is our one true hope! That is why the
Church “exalts” the Holy Cross, and why we Christians bless ourselves with the sign of the
cross.”
When we help others in their time of need, we exalt the Cross of Jesus. Through our work in
helping others, we manifest God’s work as we extend our hand in community and love to relieve
suffering. Through our actions, we offer hope, that silver lining that may seem too dark to see,
especially if we are hungry, homeless, or have mental health challenges. We also exalt the Cross
of Jesus when we can transform sadness into joy, even if just for a moment when you smile at a
stranger who needed that acknowledgment at that very moment because unbeknownst to you,
that stranger was experiencing the wreck of a day.
The following articles represent how we exalt the Cross through our ministries, prayer, and art. I
hope you enjoy reading the authors’ sharing of their experiences in exalting the Cross and that
you may also find joy and inspiration in your daily life of work, prayer, and creativity.
Elbina Rafizadeh, Oblate, OSB Cam
Model of Mission Santa Cruz
By Patrick Lenz
Submitted by Patricia Shubeck.
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Hello Message from Fr. Dat
Hello everyone,
After I received my assignment to become a chaplain to the UC Santa Cruz community while
living at Holy Cross, bringing me back to the former parish community, I was overjoyed even
though I would have to move again after only two months in Marina.
As I reflect on this new journey, I left Holy Cross almost three years ago, but it feels like 30
years with all the changes due to Covid and other events. Most important of all, however, is my
commitment to serve people that will never change. I have to adjust my ministry and interaction
with people in light of the new health situation, but whenever people need me, I will be there to
administer the sacraments and to comfort and listen.
Campus ministry at UC Santa Cruz is an extension of the parish ministry of the Holy Cross
community. It is my hope that I can have your assistance in helping to rebuild our ministry to the
university after more than a year of closure due to the pandemic. I’m looking forward to having
you visit our Newman Center at 285 Meder Street in the near future.
Let us continue to pray for each other that the faith we have received will enlighten our minds,
invigorate our hearts, and strengthen our resolve to press forward on our journey of life that often
is marked by ignorance and discouragement. Like St. Junipero Serra, we must always go forward
and never look back!
May God bless you always.
Fr. Dat

Fr. Dat Nguyen with Irene Lennox
after 5 pm Mass.
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Four readers presented the following reflection as the opening prayer in an ecumenical
celebration of the Exultation of the Holy Cross in the center of the city that bears its name on
September 14, 2003.
Four Readers’ Reflections, Exaltation of the Cross, 2003

I.
We remember. On October 17, 1769 weary explorers, many sick with scurvy, found rest and
refreshment beside a flowing river they named in honor of St. Lawrence. Looking around
them at the groves of redwoods and wooded mountains surrounding the San Lorenzo River,
they expressed their gratitude by naming the place Santa Cruz City of the Holy Cross. For
them and for us, 252 years later, the cross remains a sign of hope, freedom and refuge.
Like a tree planted by living
waters, the cross took root and
grew, strong and visible to all
who could see with their hearts.
Throughout its history this holy
place we call our home has been
sanctuary for many, a place of
protection - the arms of the cross
stretched out like a living tree to
offer the shade of mercy, the
shelter of kindness and
compassion.
II.
We remember the devastation and damage that has been part of our history but has always
made us stronger. It began with the founding of the Mission - when tiles, attacked by strong
winds, flew off the roof - when, in fact, the entire roof collapsed, and the adobe building on
the plaza gained a nickname — “the hard luck Mission.”
There was the “great fire” of 1894 which destroyed much of the downtown, the flood of 1955
and the Storm of 1982 which led to rebuilding of the city which continued after the
Earthquake of 1989.
Each time the cross rose higher; the city and its people reached out, pulled things together,
stood up straighter and stretched their arms and hearts farther, making life better than before.
III.
We remember the Diptheria Epidemic of the 1870’s when the weight of the cross was felt by
parents who lost their families and by children who became orphans---------------- when each
day brought fresh grief. The Daughters of Charity answered the call for help by providing
a place of comfort and healing for the children left all alone.
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A four-story white structure, the former Eagle Hotel, located where Holy Cross
Elementary School now stands, had become a school in 1862. Now the imposing
building added “Orphanage” to its title and became a place of hope on Mission Hill.
We remember that another Santa Cruz landmark - the Casa del Rey, a luxury hotel across from
the Boardwalk - also became a place of healing and help when men who had been fighting in
World War II were invited to Santa Cruz to rest and recreate by the bay. Once again, the arms of
Santa Cruz embraced those who were hurting.
IV.
We remember - and we experience today - the many ways that the people of Santa Cruz
provide care and comfort and compassion. Through our churches and charitable institutions,
those in need seek and find help at the Food Pantry, at church suppers for the homeless, St.
Francis Catholic Soup Kitchen, Siena House Maternity Home. The list goes on.
And so we remember ---explorers by a river,
restored and refreshed.
We remember ---sanctuary
in the shade of the cross.
Submitted by Sylvia Deck
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Opening the Closed Doors
As the leaves begin to turn and the days begin to grow shorter, there is something both new and
nostalgic about this time. Having spent a lifetime in academia, I always feel that our true New
Year's Day ought to be one of the great September feasts: the Exaltation of the Holy Cross,
perhaps, or the Feast of the Archangels. Indeed, in the United Kingdom they still use
“Michaelmas” as the name for the fall term. As we welcome back our UCSC students to Santa
Cruz, Holy Cross, and the Newman Center, we older Catholics should remember our own school
days and our own first steps adventuring in the wider world.
Of course, for many of our students and young adults, the pandemic had slammed shut those
doors that were supposed to be opening. It is as if we elders had told our youths about a fantastic
place called Narnia but then instead brought them to a closet of moth-eaten coats. Even worse,
the past year of the pandemic was more like watching them live in that sad wardrobe of coats and
old clothes while we were kept entertained by our memories. This is not the land that we had
promised to those younger Catholics who had planned to begin careers, enter college, and to
meet new friends.
If there has been a lesson from this last year, it is just how much we have missed one another and
how much we have needed our community. The Linda Lindas, a young rock band whose music
went viral in the spring, described their feeling of loneliness when they sang “imagine a place
where there is no sky, nowhere to dream and nowhere to fly”. Their music captured a rare shared
moment in our culture.
Now that a new year is starting on campus, I hope that each of us will recall what our loneliness
felt like and that we will have the courage to reach out to others and to take on new roles in our
Church and among our friends. To be frank, the Newman Center will have to be rebuilt from
scratch and we welcome all students and young adults into our new campus family. We will need
help: if you feel called to participate or to share a ministry, then please reach out to me.
As an aging Generation Xer with fading
tattoos and a balding head, I know that
my own college days are long behind
me, even if I can taste their memory in
the changing Autumn air. I cannot
claim that I know firsthand what our
younger Catholics experienced in this
pandemic, but I have witnessed their
fortitude and their bravery. This last
year was not an easy time for them and
we should admire how well so many of
them held onto their faith and their
determination. It is clear that they
deserve more than the musty coats and
closed doors of the past year.
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Now that a new year opens in the redwoods, I hope that we experience what was kept away from
us last year. I pray that we can shove aside the musty and moth-eaten old coats of the pandemic
and that both our students and our wider Holy Cross family can take our first steps into an open
new world. May this Michaelmas term satisfy our curiosity and imagination and may we find
friends who will join us in prayer and community.
Dcn. Joe DePage

HOLY CROSS ON THE MOVE!
The date was September 15, 1991, the 200th anniversary of the founding of Holy Cross
Mission, and the streets from Holy Cross down to the Civic Auditorium reverberated with
the sound of mariachis leading parishioners to Mass. This wasn’t their first time parading
from the church to the Civic. Just four months earlier the same route was followed for a
celebration of Pentecost. Holy Cross parishioners were getting used to the drill
Like their ancestor Abraham, they had already been moving from place to place following
the earthquake of ‘89. The first move was to the hall where they stayed for eight months
until an early morning fire burned it down. Shocked but undaunted, the church moved
into the elementary school courtyard. Fortunately it was summer, and people enjoyed the
outdoor Masses. But fall was coming and winter rains. Where to go next? Some of the
pavilions in downtown Santa Cruz were being vacated as shop owners moved away or
into new buildings, and one was available for Holy Cross. What was once the Cat ‘n’
Canary, a dress shop, became the church’s new refuge in the parking lot. And there we
stayed for three years through rain, wind, cold, heat, dust, spiders, pools of water at our
feet, and hard metal chairs for our behinds.
But there were no complaints. (Well, not too many.) We could see the work being
completed on our beautiful building and knew that the next move would take us right
through the new, exquisitely-etched glass doors into the church which had been
redecorated just before the earthquake. In fact, in a twist of fate, the quake had hit exactly
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one month after the rededication of the church and celebration of its 100th year on
September 17, 1989.
What did we learn as refugees on the move? Just as we’ve discovered in these last 18
months of the pandemic, we learned that together nothing can harm us. We understand
that we’re better and stronger in community. We trust that our God is wherever we are,
just as He was with Abraham. And so, 230 years after the founding of Mission Santa Cruz
and 130 years following the construction of our “new” church, we can truly call ourselves
a pilgrim church....finding the holy wherever we are...because the holy has never left us.
Sylvia Deck

Prayer
Contemplative prayer has roots in the Christian tradition, first described by St. Gregory
the Great as “resting in God” while reflecting on Scripture. The fruits from this silent
prayer arrive in many forms, including feelings of peace and perhaps, inspiration for
creativity. The following describes contemplative prayer in prose and poetry.
Reflection on Praying from the Heart
It seems that an essential element of aging among introverts is developing a contemplative
meditation practice. What exactly does this mean, asks the seeker? While some might argue that
singing or chanting are forms of meditation, to me, an essential element of contemplative
practice is silence. A process of discovering how silence nourishes the soul. Simple, but not
easy.
One of my wisest meditation teachers who draws from Tibetan Buddhism and Eastern Orthodox
Christianity contemplative practices says, “There are two ways to approach silence. One is by
quieting the mind. The other is body-based.” Noticing what is going on in the body includes: toes
tingling, intestines digesting, pain in the butt, throat open or closed, breathing patterns, heart
restless or, at peace.
The inclination in Western culture is to close
the heart to defend against the assaults of the
world. When we open our hearts, then energy
flows outward. We can protect our being from
taking in energies that we do not want. When I
am successful in opening my heart, the energy
fills my entire chest cavity. Developing this
capacity is a practice in and of itself. Energy
flowing from the root of our heart into the
world creates a groundedness of being that is
the foundation for the capacity to be present-centered in the here and now. By our own peaceful
(non-reactive) response, we can be effective in the world while being at peace within ourselves.
Jane Dawson
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Finding Silence
(a meditation with Haikus)
While in the stillness
my poetic narrative
in God’s embrace
See my loneliness
born from the deception of
all false attachments
No longer grips my
sense of forged captivity
born from illusions
Stepping out of
unsteady waters without
a foothold, creates
A new creation
emerging around me, and
sating the yearning
With simple birdcalls,
wind whispers in the nightfall.
followed by stillness
Quietness unfolds
into the dawn, unearths the
abundant wellspring

Elbina Rafizadeh
(inspired from a line from a David Whyte quote on poetic narrative of our lives)
“Gathered together in this eucharistic space, we recognize in Jesus our unitive source to the
God of the Universes and of the many sacred names. In his life he manifests the good news of
God’s healing love, the binding of wounds and of the broken pieces of our personal and social
bodies. He embraces in the cross every broken heart. With his resurrection he symbolizes the
divine unbroken wholeness of love. He breaks down the dividing walls, the hostilities within and
between us, and creates in himself one new creation, having all access in one Spirit to the Father
(Eph 2:14-18). He is the inconvenient love in the face of every normative, fixating power of
economy, war, religion, race, and gender; unconventional love beyond the law with its
commandments and ordinances, featuring grace, gratuity, and liberation.”—Ivan Nicoletto
Nicoletto, Ivan. Sixteenth Sunday of Ordinary Time. Journey of Faith, Journey of the Universe.
Liturgical Press. Kindle Edition.
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Parishioners’ Service to Others
Baptism the Beginning of a Lifelong Journey
The Sacrament of Baptism is where all Catholics encounter our God and the Body of Christ in
which we will live out our lives on Earth. We share in Jesus’ Baptism, anointed as God’s chosen
ones, when our names are called in front of our parents, godparents, and the entire congregation.
This is one of the many reasons we read about Jesus’ Baptism in all four Gospels. It is elemental
to our Faith Journey; in fact, it is the first step onto the lifelong road of our Faith life. We share
in Jesus’ Baptism, where he was announced as God’s Chosen One. We are God’s people once
we are baptized, and we have an entire community who has pledged to help us on our twisting
journey to Salvation.
Each one of us is called for Christ and shares in his
Baptism. We are left with an invisible mark that
cannot be erased because it was bestowed in the Rite
of Baptism by his representative, an ordained Priest or
Deacon. It is the official first step on our Lifelong
Faith Journey whether we are Cradle Catholics or
came into the Church at the Easter Vigil. It is the
place where we meet our God and one another as
God’s anointed ones. We were chosen by God
anointed to mark us with the sign of Jesus’ sacrifice
for us, the Cross. It is so elemental to who we are that
we remind ourselves each time we enter church by
touching the holy water in our baptismal font. Each
Easter Season we spend several Sundays being
reminded of the words we or our parents spoke at our
baptism. We affirm that we still see ourselves as
God’s children. When a person is baptized at a Mass
the laity are asked if they will support the person and
their family on their Faith Journey. Disciples are not
called one by one in private, but always from and within a community of people. Therefore,
baptisms in our Church are not done in private, but in front of a group. We are all called to be in
relationship with the baptized, their parents and godparents as witnesses. We promise to journey
with them during our lives together.
Recently the words in the Rite were changed to name our parents as the first witnesses to their
children. This is important because it used to say first teachers, which are different than
witnesses. When we serve as witnesses, we are examples of what our children see and learn from
every day. This means the children of our parish are all our children, and we hopefully take this
role of witness seriously. Showing them the way when they stray and like the father in the story
of the Prodigal Son welcome them with open hearts and arms when they have turned away from
us. Jesus told people that to follow him meant carrying a cross, not always easy but with His
11

support and love to comfort us in our struggles. The Body of Christ of our parish serve as the
companions along side the person struggling.
Our God created us to be in relationship with Him and one another. This means we will never
journey alone, and it is comforting to remember this especially in times we may feel more distant
from the Trinity than we would like. Anyone who has raised children knows we could not do it
alone, and the choice of godparents is an important one. They will be the voice telling our
children things they don’t want to hear from us when they are teenagers. They are the ones who
will listen to our teenagers complain about how unfair life is or how frustrating it is they must sit
through more classes to become Confirmed. They are the ones who will be holding our hands as
we struggle with how to learn to respect our children’s need to make their own mistakes and take
responsibility for their Faith Journey. When godparents are not physically close by, we also
have the parish, a Body of Christ, to help us with those same issues. It all begins when they
respond to the question from the baptizing Priest or Deacon, if we will walk with the newly
baptized?
Each Sunday when we dip our hand into the baptismal font, we are reminding ourselves of our
baptism in that very font, or another one like it. During the Easter Season, that same Body of
Christ that said, “yes” when asked if they were prepared to accompany us on our Salvific journey
reaffirms that, “yes” in the Sprinkling Rite. Another reminder about how elemental that baptism
is to our entire life in Christ. We constantly refer back to it within our church.
If you are a parent, godparent, or grandparent make it a point to celebrate the anniversary of your
child’s baptism by lighting their baptismal candle and telling the story of their baptism. It is a
very special day and deserves to be remembered and celebrated again and again. If you can’t be
physically with your godchild or grandchild arrange a zoom time where the candle is lighted and
burns during your visit. Send a card with a note about how much you cherish your place in their
life. If you are physically near, try to attend Mass together especially at the Baptism of the Lord
and their Feast Day. This builds your bond as witness to your child that it is important to you.
Do service together as they grow showing them the way to be a neighbor to all. Most of all help
them to grow in their Faith and love for all.
Erin Wong

A Covid Year at Holy Cross Pantry
What a year it’s been! Our Food Pantry has
been operating for more than 25 years but none
as challenging as these last months. As news
spread of cases of the virus in the Bay area, we
began to take precautions, allowing only one
client into the building at a time for service and
reminding helpers constantly to keep their
distance from one another and the clients.
Surfaces were wiped down frequently and our
12

gloves – always worn for hygiene – became essential for our protection.
When the shutdown was announced in mid-March 2020, as the first cases were identified in our
County, we wondered what the future held. Were we considered essential workers and could
continue to serve, or did the stay-at-home order apply to us? Driving to Holy Cross on deserted
streets was such an eerie experience. Within a week, we were in crisis mode as our senior
volunteer base gradually slipped away, pressed by worried sons and daughters not to take any
risks.
But the Holy Spirit did not leave us without help. Phil Hodsdon and Jorge Savala stepped up to
recruit a team of younger volunteers whose jobs or College courses had closed down. They
moved operations outside to serve clients more safely and ensured that the helpers had specific
roles and placements to observe physical distance mandates. The opening hours were extended,
including service on Sunday mornings for the first time. I believe we were among the first
services to get fully operational after services shut down. As word got out, worried parents from
all over the County whose employment had dried up found their way to Holy Cross seeking food
for their families. Numbers skyrocketed so that at peak times, we were providing foodstuffs for
1000 people a month.
We faced the same problems as local households in trying to find cleaning materials and gloves
as the shelves emptied. Somehow problems were solved and the service could continue. The
wildfires in August brought new clients as those evacuated from Bonny Doon and the San
Lorenzo Valley poured into Santa Cruz. The generosity of parishioners and other local donors
ensured that there was money available to fund our needs. Extra deliveries were ordered from
Second Harvest, and new associations formed with local farmers like Live Earth Farms, who
provided us free
with excellent
fresh produce.
The recent crisis
when Phil
returned to fulltime
employment
was solved
when Diana
Romero stepped
up as Supervisor
to organize the
volunteers.
A new problem arose as the pandemic continued – how were our families going to pay their rent
and utility bills with no work or reduced family income? Barbara Meister and Jorge organized
the newly formed branch of COPA at Holy Cross to help. The Zoom network was utilized to link
our clients together every week to share their stories, support one another, and hear about the
plans to seek government money to help pay the bills and avoid eviction. Even now, these
13

support networks are operating, bringing the latest news and advice about the funds being made
available and how to apply. They have also given new skills and confidence to those who have
stepped up as leaders in the Latino community to help their fellow workers successfully make
their case to the authorities.
The approach of Christmas brought new problems. How could our families provide some
Christmas cheer to their children? An appeal was made, and money poured in to buy gift cards
for the older children. A link was formed with the local branch of an organization that provides
gifts for younger children; in the weeks before Christmas, frantic operations began to write
Christmas cards to enclose the gift cards and collect and line up all the gift bags ready for
distribution. A giant Santa marked the spot on the day, and gifts were distributed for more than
400 children together with food boxes, including some extra Christmas treats.
The problems of Covid are not over yet, but as employment has slowly recovered in 2021, the
numbers seeking help from our Food Pantry have gone down, although still considerably greater
than before the pandemic. Many appreciate the healthy fresh produce we have become known
for. We are still serving outside, as the new variants – and many of our clients are not vaccinated
– mean that it is still too dangerous to serve indoors. We have been able to reopen our financial
aid service again with outdoor interviews, and we expect a flood of inquiries for help when the
eviction moratorium ends, and government assistance dries up. Unfortunately, the end of the
pandemic will not mean the end of need in Santa Cruz.
Irene Lennox

Human Trafficking (Part 2 of 4)
Human Trafficking Targets Migrants, Refugees, and Internally Displaced People
Human trafficking is always
exploitation of the vulnerability,
and migrants are among the most
vulnerable populations. This
vulnerability can arise instantly,
as a result of conflict, or after a
natural disaster. Migrants and
refugees experience vulnerability
at every step of their journey.
In Indonesia
It was not until the 2004 Indian
Ocean Tsunami, which primarily
affected Indonesia, India, Burma,
and Thailand, that people began to
connect the internal displacement of people and an increase in human trafficking. Child
protection agencies working with those affected by the tsunami noticed increased child
abductions for adoption or exploitation.
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In the U.S.
Several teen boys traveled from their birth nation to escape the extreme violence they witnessed
in their country. They crossed through 2 or 3 countries and then arrived in a country where
border control picked up and placed them in a shelter. Although this was not ideal, they felt safe
for the first time in over a year. Nine months later, some of these young boys were found in a
trailer by police during an early morning raid. They were not in the trailer but under the
floorboards, sleeping on the ground when the police found them. The trailer was located on the
Trillium chicken/egg farm in Marion County, Ohio.
Over a period of four months in 2014, when there was a large influx of unaccompanied children
from Central America coming into the U.S., 13 unaccompanied refugee minors from Central
America were mistakenly released by a shelter to human traffickers posing as sponsors of the
children. The children were forced to work on the egg farm in Ohio, where traffickers threatened
to kill them if they left. This story illustrates that human trafficking occurs among refugees,
migrants, and internally displaced people (IDP) in virtually every country.

2019 Human Trafficking Hotline Data Statistics (https://polarisproject.org/resources/usnational-human-trafficking-hotline-statistics/)
In Europe
In 2015, almost 96,000 unaccompanied children claimed asylum in Europe. At least 10,000
unaccompanied children have dropped off the radar of official agencies since arriving in Europe,
and many of them are believed to have fallen victim to trafficking. In early 2017, German
authorities reported 4,700 children had been lost to officials, while in Sweden, up to 10 children
a week were reported missing. The IOM reported that in both 2015 and 2016, eighty percent of
15

the four thousand plus women and children fleeing from Nigeria each of these years were
trafficked. (Photo: Creative Commons)
Sr. Jean Shafer and Sr. Sheila Novak, Salvatoran Sisters
Knights of Columbus Santa Cruz Council 971 Receives Top Award
Santa Cruz, CA – Knights of Columbus Santa Cruz Council 971 in Santa Cruz was awarded the
distinction of Star Council, the international organization’s top honor for local councils for the
2020-21 Columbian year (ending 30 JUNE 2021).
The Star Council Award recognizes overall excellence in growing membership, promoting
Knights of Columbus insurance benefits, sponsoring Catholic faith formation programs and
volunteering time through service-oriented activities.
The men and families of the Santa Cruz council have been active – even during the COVID-19
pandemic – in helping keep their churches opened and safe by assisting the four parishes and
Shrine they are round tabled with (Holy Cross, Our Lady Star of the Sea, St. Vincent de Paul, and
Shrine of St. Joseph, Guardian of the Redeemer). Many of the programs they promote encompass
evangelizing charity, unity, and fraternity within the community. We follow a couple of simple
beliefs: We are changing lives and saving lives; we make good Catholic me GREAT Catholic men!
For information on joining the Knights of Columbus, contact local Membership Director Jeff
Knapp at (253) 298-1143, jrknapp77@yahoo.com.
About the Knights of Columbus
The Knights of Columbus is
one of the world’s leading
fraternal and service
organizations with 2 million
members in more than 16,000
parish-based councils. During
the past year, Knights around
the world donated more than
47 million service hours and
$150 million for worthy causes
in their communities. The
organization also offers
extensive life insurance
services to members and their
families, resulting in more than
$116 billion of life insurance
in force. Knights of Columbus
Asset Advisors provides investment services to individuals and institutions according to Catholic
social teaching and has over $27 billion in assets under management. From helping children in
need, providing wheelchairs for the disabled, helping stock food banks, offering top-rated and
affordable insurance products to its members, and creating a legacy of giving, the Knights of
16

Columbus has supported families and communities for more than 139 years. Membership in the
Knights of Columbus is open to men 18 years of age or older who are practical (that is,
practicing) Catholics in union with the Holy See. To learn more, please visit us at kofc.org.
(Photo: Knights in Action: “Senior Wish Day 2021” – Helping with yard maintenance at Sr.
Barbara & Sr. Noella’s homes – April 17, 2021)
Jeff Knapp.

Transitions
During these past few months, we experienced the departure of members of our parish. Fr.
Jhonnatan moved to become the pastor of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel in Carmel Valley, and Emily
Susko, to Connecticut with her family. These are some photos of their celebratory goodbye
gathering.
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Recipe
Helen Traubel’s *Chicken
This recipe comes from Betty Crocker’s Cookbook. My mother received it from her sister-inlaw, my Aunt Elizabeth, as a wedding shower gift. It is my husband and son’s favorite dish.
They request it every birthday for their special dinner.
Ingredients
8 chicken thighs, skin trimmed but left on for crisping
4 carrots, cut into two- inch pieces
1 yellow onion, sliced in rings
6 cups of sliced mushrooms
6 pepper corns
3 Tablespoons Worcestershire Sauce
2 Bay leaves, whole
1 Tablespoon thyme
Flour for dredging the chicken
Salt for seasoning the dredging flour
1/8 cup Olive Oil
1 Cube butter
Trim the excess fat from the thighs. Mix the flour and salt in a shallow dish to dredge the
chicken. Heat the olive oil and butter in a Dutch oven on medium heat. Add the dredged
chicken to the Dutch oven and cook until golden brown. While you are browning the chicken cut
up the carrots and onions. Preheat oven to 350 F. Once the chicken is golden add the other
remaining ingredients except for the mushrooms. Place in the oven covered and cook for 40
minutes. Then add the mushrooms and bake for another 30 minutes. Take out the bay leaves
before serving. I serve with rice to soak up all the delicious sauce, but you may prefer potatoes
or polenta.
Helen Traubel was an opera singer in the 1920s and made this dish in her dressing room after
shows for friends.
Submitted by Erin Wong.
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Past Events
Holy Cross and Fr. Jim Nisbet Scripture Retreat
Holy Cross parishioners who
participated in the 41st Annual
Nisbet Scripture Retreat in San Juan
Bautista August 13-15 were Jane
Keeffe, Vic Mockus, Jerry and
Sylvia Deck, AnneMarie Mockus
and her dog, Sunny, Virginia
Quijance, Heidi DeCourcy, Emily
Susko, Rudy Quijance and, not
pictured, Eric and Margie Nelson.

The Decks, Quijances, AnneMarie and Emily are on the team responsible for the weekend
presentations of Fr. Jim’s teachings as well as five liturgies and lots of fun in-between. It all
started in 1981, after Fr. Jim was transferred from the northern part of the Diocese to the south.
He had attracted quite a following of scripture students with his weekly teachings at Holy Cross,
and everyone was dismayed to see him go. But one couple didn’t give up.
Parishioners Bill and Betty McDaniel asked Fr. Jim if he
would return to do a retreat if they could find a place.
After he agreed, they called St. Francis Retreat and were
told there was one time slot available – the second
weekend of August. And that has been the retreat
weekend ever since. (Here are Bill and Betty with Fr.
Jim on the 25th anniversary of the retreat in 2005.)

In addition to the music-filled liturgies, a highlight of the
weekend has been the Saturday Night Social which has featured
sing-a-longs, musical presentations, Liars’ Club, raffles, silent
auctions, and of course, ice cream, cake and cookies. (Lil
Pinheiro and Betty enjoyed their stint as keepers of the “Cookie
Monster Room.”)
It’s not too early to put your names on a list for the 42nd
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Annual Nisbet Scripture Retreat, the weekend of August 12 – 14, 2022! Call St. Francis Retreat
to register – 831-623-4234.
Sylvia Deck

An Ice Cream Social for our Volunteers
On July 18, an ice cream social was held in the Parish Hall to celebrate the volunteers who
devoted their time to help others during the pandemic. This inspiration came from Phil Hodsdon,
Judy Hutchinson, and Irene Lennox. Barbara Meister and Dcn Joe DePage facilitated the event.
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Ongoing Events
Holy Cross Contemplative Practices:
Centering Prayer: Parishioners and friends of
parishioners meet through Zoom every o t h e r
Saturday at 9:30 am. The other Saturdays, we
meet at the Mission Garden behind the Galleria.
With the ease of restrictions, each member can
decide whether or not to wear a mask, and
bring your chair. If you would like to join us,
please email Elbina Rafizadeh at
elbinar@gmail.com zoom link or if you would
like to join us in the garden.
Wednesday Conversation and Lectio Divina: Parishioners now meet via Zoom four
days a week, Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, and Sundays, at 9:15 to reflect on the Liturgy of
the Word. Please email Sylvia Deck at bannerdaysl6@gmail.com.
Bereavement Mass: In memory of our loved ones who have returned to God, and for
the care of our grief and loss, Holy Cross will hold a bereavement Mass every three
months. Mass held on September 10 offered a special dedication to the memory of those
who died within the past year due to COVID, Afghan war, and parishioners who died.
Stay tuned to the Holy Cross FB at https://www.facebook.com/HolyCrossSantaCruz for
the announcement of future Masses.
The Mission Galleria
Every other week, when our Centering Prayer group meets in the garden behind the Galleria, I
usually arrive earlier and stop in to chat with the new Mission Galleria manager, Rhonda Lieb. In
getting to know her a little more, I found out that she has been a parishioner at Holy Cross for
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over ten years. She is now retired from the finance department City of Scotts Valley. Below are
some photos I took, including a new selection of books. A few, in particular, caught my
attention, Grieving, a Beginner’s Guide, God with Us, and God for Us. There are also children’s
books and a collection of hand-painted wooden crosses.—Elbina Rafizadeh

Rhonda Lieb and the display cases in the
Mission Galleria

Prayer Online
Mass online
You can find Mass that is offered online in the United States and Ireland, and Canada.
The website is:
https://mass-online.org/daily-holy-mass-live-online/
U.S. Catholic Conference of Bishops Daily Readings and Audio Recordings:
https://bible.usccb.org/
“Please follow Holy Cross on Instagram at HolyCrossCatholicCommunity and the
hashtag#HolyCrossSantaCruz.” You will be sure to get the most recent updates!!!
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Daily Prayer Online
Here are some websites where you can access prayer online:
Sacred Space: https://www.sacredspace.ie/ (founded in 1999 by two Irish Jesuits)
Daily meditations from Fr. Richard Rohr, OFM’s Center for Action and Contemplation.
The website is: https://cac.org/category/daily-meditations/
Gratefulness.org can be accessed here at: https://gratefulness.org/ to sign up for daily quotes, practice,
poetry, blogs, etc.
Pray as you Go a website and an app to download to your phone. You can access it here:
https://pray-as-you-go.org/
Give Us this Dav’ – Liturgical Press. You can download the app with a subscription to access
the daily reading and prayer. The link is: https://giveusthisday.org/

Corona Virus Update
As you know, restrictions are lifted, as vaccines are now available. When indoors, please
wear your mask, as the virus remains virulent and can be passed to others, regardless of
vaccination status.
A vaccinated person exposed to the virus is protected and may or may not show symptoms.
This vaccinated person can still pass the virus to someone else- including someone who is
not vaccinated. An unvaccinated person exposed to the virus will show symptoms that can
gravely progress to severe respiratory complications and possible death. Please stay safe,
show care for others, especially those who may not be vaccinated. As Jesus said, “love
your neighbor, as yourself” (Leviticus 19:18).
If you are not yet vaccinated, you can log in to myturn.gov to find an available local vaccine
appointment. Also, check the Santa Cruz County Health website at:
https://www.santacruzhealth.org/HSAHome/HSADivisions/PublicHealth/CommunicableDis
easeControl/CoronavirusHome.aspx.
Vaccination Clinic Pop-Up
In partnership with Santa Cruz County Public Health, the Santa Cruz Community Health Center
held a vaccination clinic pop-up in the Parish Hall on June 27, 2021. Twenty-nine individuals,
including teenagers and adults, were vaccinated, with about half from the Spanish Mass. We are
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grateful for the health care workers who came on a sunny Sunday. Thank you to Crystal
Washington, Giselle Chavez, Mayra Guerrero, Lupita Abundez, Paulina Uribe, Gaby Garcia, and
Dr. Elisa Breton. I share a few photos below.—Elbina Rafizadeh

Coping with the mental health side effects of COVID
During the pandemic, we had to find ways to meet our mental and physical health challenges.
Long-term effects from our experience during the pandemic because of physical distancing and
mandates to remain safe include depression and anxiety. I include activities below that I have
adopted that you may also find helpful to cope with mental health challenges.
*Take a walk
*Schedule routine calls to loved ones
*Join zoom groups (prayer, coffee, art, exercise)
*Stay physically active at home (online exercise, yoga, danceclasses)
*Try a new recipe
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*Pet therapy
*Write a poem
*Read that book on top of the waiting to be read pile
*Yoga, QiGon, or TaiChi
*Regular meditation, and if you already meditate, join a meditation group, or meditate in
the garden
FOOD, MENTAL HEALTH, RENTAL AND HOMELESS RESOURCES FOR
ADULTS and FAMILIES
•

Second Harvest Food Bank community food hotline: (831) 662-0991 8 am-4 pm MonFri

•

Food Pantry: 210 High Street W-F-Su l0 am- l pm.

•

St. Francis Catholic Kitchen: 205 Mora St. You can pick up a bag lunch on M-F from 121 pm.

•

Women, Infant, and Children, Meals on Wheels (food delivery for homebound seniors).
Log on to www.communitybridges.org for info on more food programs for all ages.

•

Jesus Mary Joseph Home (JMJ). Provides transitional shelter for homeless women,
children, and the terminally ill. JMJ provides additional community outreach from St.
Francis Catholic Kitchen. For more information, contact Pat Gorman, director, at
pgorman@stfrancissoupkitchen.com or call (831) 459-8046. Office Hours M-F 9a-5p.

•

Operation Feed The People offers a free weekly meal every Wednesday from 5-7 at the
OddFellows Hall in Boulder Creek. (152 Forest St. Boulder Creek)
www.pluslcatering.com for more info

•

Grey Bears delivers a free bag of groceries every week if you sign up. Here is the
website:Grey Bears I Connect I Sustain I Recycle: https://www.greybears.org/

•

Homeless resources can be found here: h t t p s : / / h o u s i n g m a t t e r s s c . o r g / g e t help/resources/

•

Mental Health Resources: http://www.namiscc.org/ (National Alliance on Mental Illness)
or (Mental Health Client Action Network) contact: Sarah.Leonard@mhcan.org or check
their FB website for currently available services: https://www.facebook.com/MHCAN.org

•

California Office of Emergency Services - the State is taking action to help renters,
small businesses, workers with assistance. See Rental resources under community
resources. The website is: https://www.caloes.ca.gov/

Donations to Holy Cross are greatly appreciated, not only for the functioning needs of the
parish but also to continue the Food Bank and support the multiple ministries that serve the
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more vulnerable among us. Please donate through the Holy Cross weblink:
https://holycrosssantacruz.com/

"Please follow Holy Cross on Instagram at HolyCrossCatholicCommunity and the
hashtag#HolyCrossSantaCruz." You will be sure to get the most recent updates!!!
Elizabeth McCuistian shares her artwork.
Acknowledgment and Thank you
Thank you to Fr. Martin, Dcn, Joe DePage,
and all the wonderful contributors. Please see
the author’s short biographies below.
Jane Dawson has lived in Corralitos since 1986.
She sings with the Diocesan Choir of Monterey
under the direction of Sr. Barbara. As a UC
Berkeley graduate, she taught for the USF
M.A. Program in Counseling Psychology. She
also enjoys writing poetry as a spiritual practice.
Sylvia Deck and her husband, Jerry, have been parishioners at Holy Cross for 53
years. Inspired by her service on the Liturgy Committee and as director of Confirmation, she
earned a master’s degree in Pastoral Liturgy at Santa Clara University. Since then, she has led
Communion Services and conducted workshops for Lectors, Hospitality Ministers, and formation
of the laity. She meets four times weekly for the practice of Lectio Divina with fellow
parishioners and writes a blog for the parish entitled “Holy Cross Connections."
Joe DePage is the deacon of Holy Cross. He began attending Mass at Holy Cross when he was a
frosh at UCSC and quickly fell in love with the parish community. When not serving the parish,
he enjoys reading, thrifting, and exploring new places with his wife, Anne. Besides Lawrence, his
patron saints are Francis of Assisi, Hildegard von Bingen, and Oscar Romero.
Jeff Knapp is a parishioner of Holy Cross and current Membership Director of the local Knights
of Columbus. If you are interested in joining the Knights of Columbus, please contact Jeff at
(253) 298-1143 or Jrknapp77@yahoo.com.
Irene Lennox came to Santa Cruz and Holy Cross directly from Scotland sixteen years ago. She
eventually took over as President from Sandy Butler, who had to move out of the area. Her
daughter Elaine suggested that, as she is my only child, that she should consider coming to
California when Irene retired as a junior college professor so that we could spend more time
together. The strange thing is that Elaine is no longer here in the US as she has changed career.
Now, under her writer name, Lainey Cameron, she and her husband Eric are based in Mexico
but travel the world – in non-covid times. Irene volunteers in several ministries at Holy Cross,
and has had to pare and focus on the Food Pantry.
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Fr. Dat Nguyen graduated from Duquesne University in 2004 with a bachelor's degree in
chemistry. He entered St. Patrick's Seminary in Menlo Park to discern God's call to the
priesthood. After graduation from the seminary in 2011, he served a one-year internship at St.
Brendan parish in San Francisco before taking three years to continue his formation outside of
the seminary. After being accepted to the Diocese of Monterey in 2015, Fr. Dat was ordained a
deacon in 2017 and a priest in 2018. He served at St. Francis Xavier parish in Seaside, Holy
Cross in Santa Cruz, and Sacred Heart - St. Benedict parish in Hollister.
Janis O'Driscoll is a volunteer parishioner and lector. Janice is also a printmaker with
the Printmakers at the Tannery (PATT) at the Tannery Arts Center in Santa Cruz. She is
a member of the California Society of Printmakers. Her work is included at Sacred Stone
Sacred Water: Women Writers and Artist Encounter Ireland (2019), edited by Carolyn
Brigit Flynn.
Sisters Jean Schafer and Sheila Novak are Salvatorian Sisters who have been involved in antihuman trafficking work since 2001. Their anti-trafficking ministries have taken many forms,
including giving presentations to raise awareness, advocacy to pass anti-trafficking legislation,
producing the ‘Stop Trafficking’ e-newsletter for 17 years, and establishing a safe house (Hope
House) for trafficking survivors. Presently, S. Jean is a member of the US Catholic Sisters
Against Human Trafficking (USCSAHT). S. Sheila advocates for marginalized women through
ESL and anti-racism efforts. The Sisters provided the summary article using excerpts of
educational resources from the USCSAHT website.
Patricia Schubeck is married to John Schubeck, and they have been long-time parishioners at
Holy Cross. She teaches art to school-age children, is an artist, writer, and dancer. She shares
her students, Patrick Lenz and Elizabeth McCuistian, artworks in this newsletter. Also, you may
have seen her perform the spiritual dances during the Easter Vigil Mass.
Erin Wong is a cradle Catholic and Catholic school educated. She lived her faith journey in
Holy Cross parish for the past 24 years, serving as a catechist for adults and children from 5 to
17 years old. Currently, she volunteers with Margaret O'Shea as co-leaders of Children's Faith
Formation. Erin enjoys the age spread in the parish because it represents the entire spectrum of
life. Each stage of human development has unique needs and gifts which make up the warp and
weft of the tapestry of our collective story.
Autumn’s approach
The whole of creation speaks
in the Silence of the breeze that gingerly
nudges the dark reddish-brown black-eyed Susan
now awakened, signaling autumn’s approach
as summer recedes
--Elbina Rafizadeh
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